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Next Run No:
Date: 24th June 2013
Start: Cadover Bridge – Midsummer theme with BBQ to follow – bring BBQs, food,
drink and midge repellent.
On Down: (if wet) White Thorn, Shaugh Prior
Hares: Cheddar and Gnashers
Scribe: Hot Rocks

Gutter Tor Gut Wrencher!

K2 reporting

In the car Smartarse says “I know where the run is!” After
two 26 point turns in narrow lanes, poor Luffly was understandably
not prepared to believe me any more. We arrived late, just as the
hash was starting, so haven’t a clue what was said before you all
ran off.
Thank you to Penny Farting and Mo for setting the run. The
longs seemed to spend most of the time running up and down Gutter
Tor, good hill training though. We did set the dogs off, to run in
circles and trip up the keenies, but that didn’t seem to slow them
down. Last seen crossing the Plym and heading off downriver
towards Cadover Bridge. Did they all get back safely?
Meanwhile some of the shorts were following the walking route
and taking in the scenery. An elderly, frail, retired pensioner
berated the military General at the camp and presented him with
the pile of rubbish (ration pack waste etc) dropped by his men
that she had found on the moor.
She got short shrift for
complaining, because she had sworn at him – What a bloody cheek eh
Gnashers!! Meanwhile Uncle befriended a hasher from Rugby called
John – what a strange hash name.
Back at the bucket - I hope nobody drank the shandy from the
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bowl, it had been flavoured with dirt, gravel and pieces of straw.
Please hares, make sure you wash the cups and bucket before the
run. Thank you!
No K2 cakes tonight – but the landlady of the Burrator Inn made up
for it by selling chocolate muffins and boxed cakes very cheaply
for charity.
Scrotey, missing his weekly rock buns, was fastest
to get his wallet out for sweet treats. This cake money will go to
children’s cancer charity. Complaints again from Peter Argles and
Pimp about lack of home made cakes, nothing for their packed
lunches in the week.
There was a defector from Stannary with us, Chris a.k.a. Heer
Splitz, who didn’t explain why he had been thrown out, but was
relieved to be accepted into the superior hash.
Welcome to him
and Elaine (no name yet).
Evesdropping I heard an earnest conversation “split in side wall,
spurts all stuff out, easier to have hole in the bottom.” What was
going on?? (ask Scrotey and Ram Raider)
Hash Hush, with just one glove finger tonight, introduced virgin
Ron Atkinson and announced the birthday of Cabin Boy.
Naming
tonight was for Sam Short, who says he’s been hashing for 2 years
– but only once each year I presume.
His liking for female
clothes and trees led to “Lumber Jill” as his new moniker.
Strange sign in the pub “No children under 16 allowed in the POO
bar.” Oh yuck!!
Well done, to Grandpa and family for their open garden event last
weekend, which raised £1000 for St Luke’s Hospice. Must have good
influence on high, to have arranged such beautiful weather too.
Also well done to Vron and Pony for travelling from the Lizard to
Lands End – not sure how, was it in a horse and cart?
Warning: Don’t leave your dog with Ernie. Last weekend whilst dogsitting he lost the treasured mutt – who didn’t reappear for 36
hours! Saves having to take it for a walk, I suppose.
Russ Abbott declined to come to hash tonight – it was his birthday
(65th??) and he didn’t want a birthday chorus. Next week maybe!!
Future events:
 Wine and Wisdom Quiz night in aid of K2s VSO fund. 28th June
at Lamerton Hall at 7pm. Underlay and Can’t Remember as
question masters. Lots of wine!! Tickets from K2 - £5 per
person, £25 per team of 6, tickets to include wine and
nibbles.
 Bicycle Treasure Hunt organised by Krackov and Caught Short.
7th July starting at the Fox and Hounds. More details later.
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